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Rock Climbing trips arc all made by private cat. It is advisable
that anyone planning to go should inform the loader approximately a
week in advance, espeCially if he wishes tratspertation or can provide transportation for someone else. Beginners are especially
welcome and will be given instruction by eipprienced,and qualified
climbers.
,
NEWS NOTES:
Andy Kauffman will talk on the American Ascent of
Mt. St. Elias at the National Park Campfire Program at 16th and
Colorado Ave. on Saturday June 21' at 7:30 P.M.
He will also have
an article on the sameclimb in the National Geographic in the near
future.
Sally Chamberlin who is now .in.',5witzerland broke her leg skiing
in March. She can geit . pitons- for 25 .0ents:and:faney Rarabiners for
42.25 a piece.
The Photographic Contest which'will clOsq on Mc y 15, 1947 is
the donor to the group of .a collection o' Cliff Proctor's Rock
Climbing -Photographs.. MoUnted . photographs.of:Tom!! CaVe Drawings
by John'Meenehan are also given to the group.
.
UPS AND DOWNS
Bill Schleoht.
Ruth Schlecht
Delore!Alloy
Arnold - Wexler
Ted Schad "
•
Donald Hubbard
Boa Howell
Joseph Walsh
John Reed

Sam Moore
Mr!. Moore
Mro Moore
Elizabeth Tatut
Andy Kaufftan
Betty KaUfftan
Paul Bradt
Hale:Bradt

Fitzhugh Clark
Geraldine Clark
Chris Scoredos
Donald Simons.
Gloria ZOby
Bob Butler
Zohn'Meenehan
_Ken Cole
Bill Shockley

May 3.4:01d Ra Trip, Paul Bradt.
It was threatening rain when the climbers began reachingthe top

of Old Rag at noon on Saturday. By the time it had definitely deaided net to rain we had seven tents clustered around the camping
place. .The late corners and good weather prophetlk slept out here
and there.
'
As soon as it cleared Off Dolores, Arnold, Joe, Andy, Betty,
Paul and Hale climbed What Will hereafter .beoknown as the Cloudy
Climb. This climb is on a cliff,that faces southward toward the fire
tower. Its difficulties are moatly',in a somewhat easy mummery crack
and a finger traverse.": An exposed' cat Walk. adqs zest to its climax. ,
After this climbOwas reduced to a routine )supper was c.ared for.
Andy, -Fitt,.and Bill Schlecht.made, it difficult to go to bed by QM- ,
paring boyish prank$
If Leo Scott had been there we'd probably
have stayed up all night.
'Next morning two new 'Climbs Were made from ,the foot of the nortli,
'Plitt to thetep of the summit where-tha-spririg trail turns off framl
the ridge trail,. In one, Joe ole4oAndTand Betty up a tough face
leading:toa scramble route to the top. In the other, Paui, Arnold, 1
Fitz, andaDolores wont up a broken overhang (two pitons) then thru
a cave to. the top.
.
By this time John, Don', Ted, Ken, Den, and Bill Shockley had
arrived with a couple rolls of Kodachrome 'movie film and a camera.
They wanted to film the Cloudy Climb. (See article' in this issue on
Mv,Screen Career.).
'The remainder of that day would have been wasted if some of the!
climbers hadn't used their heads. Don showed Bill and Ken his little
specialty, the Getting Oft,Place.Bill thought it deserved a return
visit. In the mean time-Chritaran-instruction trips up all sorts of
places, and Ted, Bea, and Ken looked for a cra0er jack; of A climb
and found only a itgderate chimney and three face climbs that they
all could do. Sath saw-to it that his parents and aunt Elizabeth saW
all of Old Rag, and now they are going to go back every week or so
to make up for their late start.
***

Andy Kauffman
Betty Kauffman
Barbara Kauffman
Dolores Alley
Betty Alley
Billy .Alley
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john . Meenehan
Arnold, Wexler.
Don, Hubbard
Bob Hackman
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The hunt for Movie sites dominated the group's activities, We
understand that the climbs in the vicinity of,theoCorkscrew, the
Flat Iron, Echo Cliffs, and the Stocking Climb look sUper-colossa',
from the Maryland side. However the group tarried long enough for
Dolores, Andy, Chris, and Bob:to climb the.Red . Overhang. It is als,
understood that Betty finished off her Saturday night bath in. the
Potomac:, and that Chris hadn't had enough exercise.and went bacoc to
soloing at Cardereditanihere:he found Boa Howell grounded because she
was wearing skirts.
ROCK :CLIMBINd' MOVIES
The suggestion of a colored motion picture of,climba on our
rocks was 'made just before the Old Rag trip. Donald Hubbard had
bought some film and he offered'its use to the Rock Climbing Group
for the movie provided . that'they.would.find enough money .somewhere
else to work up a fuill_engtho shoW:- Time didn't allow a vote, but
some ten old-timers advisodz°A7nO1d:to go ahead with it as a group
nroloct. The total ocqf would e. around a hundred. dollars. Any nne
film by a contribu-tion may send
wishing to enhance the value of
the sane te. Dhlores Alloy,'1254 Meigs Place, 1'T.E,,,Apt...1, Washingaen
(2):
tie7 finished film will be group property and after a showing will he available for loan,.t,o,mm4ora and friends. .o
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Editorial

"My Screen Careero deleted by'vote' of majority of Staff. jr
(Paul Bradt)

LETTERS AND NEWS NOTES
Roy Britten sends us a photogrriph, of a ski hill in Quebec.
His attention is restfully called to our cartoon above.
'Jo at last are the grateful recipients of an artidle relating (distantly) to rock climbing from our past chairman, the
inemulable Dr. Hubbard:
"A day for a rock-climber on vacation in Florida is somewhat
on this wise.... Ed. Note: '7e omit here the description of local
...A piton hammer to crack the stone
flora, fauna, and food.
crab claws would be convenient, but not nacessary since the heavy
metal oyster knife is adequet -, for the job...."
SENECA ROCK
At the head of this issue is a p-ntograta copy of a photograph of Seneca Rock, West Virginia, as seen from the west. It
has been a favorite climbing place for our group since 'way back
in the thirties. It is n stratum of quartzite turned up on edge
with the softer rock 'weathered away from both sides. At its foot,
and 1000feet below its top, flows the North Fork of the South
:Brnnch of the Potomac. This stream, which crn ordinarily be
waded, bendst opposite the north end of the rock, to forma deep
swimming hole and a fine camp ground owned by Mr. B. S. Armentront,
Mouth of Seneca, West Virginia. An excellent spring may be found:
across the river and a few feet up stream prom the camp site, while
one also of good repute locally is found on the same side about MOO
,
yards downstream.
Before the war traverses had been made of the crest line
•
including the vertical south end and the 29 foot leaning pillar
in'the deep notch slightly nobth of the center of the formation.
The highest point south of this notch carriee a regester put there
In 1939. The number of names entered there during the' war exceeds
our fondest dreams. Some of thr best climbers of the Army's
Seneca School regestered there. The , ' lso elimbed all over the
formation, covering it wi-th such a lace-work of piton routes
that any attempt to show them here would only disguise the mounte'in

-***SELRIRK DIARY (continued)
By Sam Moore
July 12

Still raining when we woke. up, so the. day's climbing was off.
In order to adjust our Climbing to .the weather, we planned to begin
our day at 3:00 A.M., endeavoring to return to camp by 3:00 P.M. By
so doing the inevitable afternoon shower woull find us safely under
cover -- we hoped:
Frankly the thought of a rest day Was et exactly depressing, and
I feel reasonably sure that others in the party shared my thoughts in
the matter. By now I was beginning to see why Sterling had told me
that adhesive tape was indispensable in the mountains. Blisters were
. exacting a heavy toll on our supply, and we even used tape to patch a
hole in one 6f the cooking utensils. I was a little worried for fear
our stock would give but, for
the
.
_stuff
„ _was quite literally holding the
_
party together.
The day was spent in improving our camp and building up the supply
of fire wood. A spare tarp, erected in conjunction with two thicklyfoliaged spruce trees, shed the rain surprisingly well. , Under one end
we built our fireplace, and preato, the'cook and his hungry kibitzers
were protected from the weather. Later a log reflector behind the •
fireplace added even more to our 'comfort..
Sterling's first bannoCk was delicious, and the whole crew
mentally resolved to learn howahe• did it. Between the intermittent .
showers I managed to get my shoes dry for the first time in more than
a week, and greased them well in 'the forlorn hope that they Would stay
that Way. At intervals we took time out to enjoy the beautiful
alirroundings, and watch the clouds pout ovet the mountains above.
That evening our campfire session was a lively one. -Discussion
ranged from Sterlines'elimbing experiences in other parts of Canada
to Don's detailed exposition of his "crystal, analogy", accompanied by
irreverent and heretical comments by the listeners which caused his
crew cut to stand right up on end4. I thought again, "How lucky I am
to be out with such an interesting group"

Up before sunrise to find a cloudless sky:. We ate what. was_to
become our Standard breakfast (hot cereal, fruit, tea) and Were off up
the moraine as the sun. made -a theatrical enttance.oVer the Rockies.
After a short distance Chuck's blisters forced him to retUtn,to camp..
An easy Slide down the moraine landed us-ona the surface of the glacier,
'where we roped up, With Arnold leaeling and Sterling busily instructing
in the intricacies of glacier:travel, we threaded our way in a southwetly direction through an easy icefall and over the sun-roughened
snow. Ahead towered the sparkling snow- and 'ice-covered peaks of the
centralmassif.in the Adamant Range; beautiful indeed until we began
to examine them for possible routes of ascent.
the lovely hanging glaciers became ominous barriers to our hopes, and the photogenic
nrAtes suddenly acquired Impossible overhangs...
Fortunately our target for the day was a.lower peak 'to the mirth
of these giants, unclimbed as tar as we knew. Clean, white snowfields
offered an. easy route over the upper glacier to a snow pass which lay
between our goal and Mt. Austerity, the first major peak to its sOuth.
Don took over the lead and proceeded, to zoom up the-soft 'snow slopes
at a pace which had me begging for mercy before the combined weight of
the party slowed him down.
As we climbed I was soaking up knowledge at a great rates. All
those things that come naturally to the experienced or skillful mountaineer; such as keeping in step with the remainder of the party,
watching for the slight depressions which sometimes mark the location
of hidden crevasses, preventing the rope from dragging, and planting
the feet critefuilyto prevent slipping must be learned by the amateur.
If at times I jetked the rope or committet. some other serious crime, I
c onsolod myselfawith the thought that a one-horse brain could.l.nt
possibly be expected to get everything right the first time. :it was
fun learning, ancl:I think no school ever had a finer cldssreom;

We soon reached the crest of the pass, which Sterling had selected as a possible route to Mt: Sir Sandford, five miles and seVeral
ranges-away. One look was enough: Perpendicular rock walls dropped
Off on the far side, while sharp knife-edged ridges with sheer sides,
Which led out from Mt. Austerity, effectively barred the way. Even
Sterling said that the faces' were the steepest he had ever seen.
Unroping, we scrambled several hundred feet up a slope of loose rock
to the nearest summit of our peak and found it to be unclimbed. Our
route of ascent may have been easy, but the_other side of the Moantein had a perpendicular face just like the pass,- a characteristic
which WQ found to be true of the west ane south sides of the curving
Adamant Range for its entire length. Arnold busiee himself taking
observations of the temperature and height, the latter about 9,7b0 ft.,
while we built a small cairn.
To the southwest WQ noticed that the mountain had another summit,
Slightly higher,which was a detached horn-like spire ,invisible from
the glacier. Scrambling down we ate our lunch of bannock and fried
bacon, cached the packs and ice ales, and proceeded to the base of the
Spire.
It was absolutely perpendicular on three sides, but the fourth,
the westerly, presented a more reasonable angle. With Arnold leading
VVG scrambled up several rope lengths of moderate climbing to the
summit. The firm granite offered abundant holds and ledges, but in
places the exposure was sensational. On the pointed top Arnold again
recorded his observations while we admixed the snowy wilderness to the
west. 'Before us spread a whole sea of virgin peaks, unclimbed because
of the great difficulty involved in reaching their bases. A curious
geological feature attracted our eyes. The Adamant range and its
subsidiery peaks were formed by an igneous mass thrust up through the
sedimentary rocks which dominate the region. Stan Creek valley lies
alone part of the contact zone between these two masses. The contrast
between the bright brown of the sedimentary rocks and the dull gray of
the granite was prominent for many miles to the west as a dividing
'line which slid up, mountain faces and split ridges.
From this summit Mt. Austerity and its neighbor to the southeast,
Mt. Adamant,'highest in the range, appeared even more impregnable
then they hed from below; even Sterling sem ee puzzled about our
chance of making successful ascents. After, stoking our memories with
meeied ef peaks unnamed and
the views to the west Lela northwest of
a
unclimbed, we returned to our packs for a second lunch. Don took
while
Valley,
Columbie
nap, iirnole mediteted upon the view over the
Sterling riLl I (mostly Sterling) with the old of the mep identified
dozens of peaks in the Canadian Rockies. The visibility wes excellent
(for the Selkirks, remarkeble) and we weee able te see from Mt.
Qlemenceeu in the north to Mt. Forbes .in the south, more than fifty
miles ef the finest peeks in the Rockies. The greet Columbia Icefield
wes pleinly visible almost directly ecross from us, seeming much
,cleser than forty miles 71Avy, while the 1i:8S.,S f Mts. Bryce, Tser,
Alberta, and Celumbia tere particulerly impressive. The fine-leeking
valley
peks which we hed been dmiring fiom the depths of Swan Creek
true
their
in
viewed
when
turned out to be insignificant fere-peaks
perspective.
roped
We finally tere Airselves away frem this pleasant spot and
Away
leading.
f,r the return t camp. I was given the privilege ef
ulunsuccessf
we tent, mashing cur way threugh the s.:ft snow and trying
a
ly t glissade in the steeper spets. Occasienally we paused fer
were still
moment to examine the grim walis ab.,ve, but the routes
by the sun,
pitted
deeply
slushy,
was
ferbidding. Lower d.,wn the snew
caused
is.
color
unexpected
rather
and, tL my amazement, reds This
We were tc
snow.
rmed
sun-wa
by micre-i_rganisms which fieurish in'eld,
trip.
see quite a bit befere the end f car
really
Seen we entered th,z crevasses ,f the icefall, where I
but
easy,
was
geing
The
began to learn •things abut glaciers--festl
104. ,le.
a
in
fr
learn
excellent experience, definitely something y,u can't
stay
ske_uld
one
pie moo te me that _le e glacier
It had been carefully
which
ice,
away fr_m the sneo, placing his trust and his feet .n the
instructi-ns
is much sounder and Ei8ff. After aaithielly pleceying
block on which
my cOnsternation can well ot:' imagined when a large ice
crevasse beleee, leave I was stanaing suddenly er„pped quietly int a
show at its edge, a ine me with beth legs in the helo, my hips n the
face:
tau t. rope around my waist, and a bewiieeeed look on my

Everyone had a good laugh--mine Was a little uncertain--after I
climbed, to my feet. Even Sterling admittedfeto being surprised. No
one.*ill ever have to conVinceme that'glaiers'are- treacherous!
By now the hot sun was making me- regret'My long UndarWear, parka,
and weol shirt,s0 it wns a relief- te slide:down into camp at three
o'clock where Cooler clothes'were'vraiting.It had been a good 4y, the
first without'rain since leaving Golden, and . I had'learned'a lot from
listening to nn watching Sterling, who is:aefine leader end n patient
teacher. We had Collected a gratifying first ascent, and our hopes for
the future wore high.
. .
.The rehfsinder. of the :.afternoon was spent'in . Washing socks, drying
shoes and Clothes;- nnd in 'adding further improvements to the campsite,:
For our trip on the'Morrow'we. need6d'e bridge 'over the creek in the
Meadow, 8o T started to build one of rocks, while Chuck and Don were
securing several small logs for a wooden one, As far as I was concerned
I'never wanted to walk enother log so my indignetien eknew no bounds. .
when the - Other67brazenlyeatteMted -bd'uso my ,carefully placed piles of
stepping stones as a support for their elippery legg
Threats of dire
revenge brought a halt to their attetpted coup, se we eventUelly had
two bridges, side by side. Acces was now easy to our refrigerator
in ,a large snowbank across the creek.
My face and lips ilebadly sunburned, as I had expected them to
•
be but 'my board offered Some pr.otection. It was coming out a bright
rod and seemed for some reason not obvious to me
had no mirror) to
afford Donna end
of
amuSement.
_

Off again. -not quite so early as before
The official cook for
the day's breakfast- -me--didn't wake up soon enough, and the others
naturally didn't stir until celled. We took turns at getting up early
to prepare breakfast, thus 'giving tha majority of the party a little
longer time to ^sleep.. I invariebly woke up late, and the irrepressible
Hubbard was unfailingly too enrly. His defections, however, although
less serious always caused much nore unfevereble comment than mine.
It was after sunrise when we cro:Iscd the foot bridges and climbed
the slopes behind camp down which tumbled the 'waterfalls. Chuck again
remained in camp because of his blisters. etter toiling up a long
snowpatch we emerged onto a debris- rind sne-J -covered plateau crtrved by
an early glacier, the remnants' of whieh stli clung: high
•
on our right,
to the large'rocky north ridge of the mountain we later named "Sentinel
Peak". The snow was, iron-herd end praetically level: so our progress to
the southeast was rapid.' At the far edge of the plateau a small but
steep, moraine-like, ninor ridge of 35entincl° slowed us to a more
reasonable pnce. et its crest we tUrned right ,nd headed up stoop
snow toward a low pass on the skyline, passing two snull but spectacular
rocky teeth on the right. For the last hundred feet or so it was
necessary to kick steps.
Only Sterling was expecting the sicht
net our eyes, having
caught a glimpse of it the day before_ k tremendous, glistening snow
blsin spread before us, with hnrdly e mark or ripple to disturb the
pristine curfnce. The dazzling light was unbearable without our snow
goggles, while photogrephy was strictly a matter of gUess -work. The
snow formed the neve of what we celled the "Gothics Glacier", which
drained into the Columbia River through the first -alley to the south
of Swan Creek.. The enormous expanse - wLs bounded on the south by the
rocky wali which contained Mts. Wotnn and qibre.ltar, named by Howard
Primer during his trips in 1908-1912, -nd on the west by the three
peaks of Ft, Gothics. Nothing in my prey:tells experience had prepared
me for this spectecie; the total effect was quite overwhelming.
Plodding across flat snow for a short distance we decided to rope
up, for therc,enpeared to be a. covered crevasse area ahead, and we had
no desire to take unnecessary chances. Don took the lead.and steered
us at a considerate pace up slopes that were steeper than they had
seemed from a dist"neo
The unrelieved white glare of the snow medo
it earnest impossible to sec depressions and humps until one was on top
of them. We had tentatively decided to '.ttcrirt one of the peaks of
Gothics, so angled upward toward the bast, of the northernmost summit,
stopping on the way for lunch.
When we had risen wc.11 above the surrounding peaks, we turned and
siw, for the first time, about five miles to tiv) south, the mighty peak A
that was our major goal,'Mt.. Sir Sandford, Its glacier-clad flanks and /
beetling cliffs towered high above the surreanding mountainspand it.wrS
etsy to see why five successive attempts by Palmer's party were repulsed
before their final success in 1912.

Frankly it scared the bejabers out of me just to think about it. The
Profile of the east arete , which had been. tentatively selected from
photographs as our route of ascent,was only too evident, and Sterling
immediately said that he'd changed his mind about the possibilities
of that routes
Our best chance appeared to lie in following the route
of the original ascent; which from a distance appeared to be more difficult than when Palmer climbed it, for the hanging glaciers had retreated a great deal in thirty-four years,
The clouds eventually 'closed in, so we gave a final shiver and
turned our attention to Gothics again. Wandering up to the crest of a
high snow pass between Gothics and a seall peak to its northeast, we
found tliat it was fea.eible ns a route to Mt. Sir Sandford, though not
as casy ae the one we had used in the morning. After examining at
clost range a small but spectacular 1 e:.11 which overhung'the'sheer
cliffs plunging down to tae north., we decided in view of the cloudy
writl-ef ana.the absence of Chuck to forPgo an attempt on the Gothics
and try the smaller peak. This proved to be an easy, unroped scramble,
nnd
quickly on top, enjoying the view.
InHpite of clouds the air was extreordinarily clear, and from
our ,grand'stand seat we could see more than seventy-five miles of the
Reqk;es, cur eyes ranging from Mt, Hooker ei thc Whirlpool Group in the
north to therrestifield Group in the south. Lany of the southern
Selkirks were visible, .while Sir Sandford seemed so close we could.
tpuch it, Just to the west were the terrific north ,walls of Mts.
Gothics, Adamant, and Austerity, appearing even more impossible than
they had before. Just beyond them was a rounded horn-shaped pinnacle
that We recognized as the site of our first ascent on the previous day.
promptly decided to name it "Unicorn Peak'' (if the Geographic Board
approved) because of its nottoofancied resemblance to the horn end
forehead of that fabulous creatuf'e,
Donald built P cairn, Arnold made instrumental observations,
Sterling studied the map, and I took a series of panoramic shots with
my camera. These duties completed, we relaxed to enjoy the view.
Suddenly Arnold noticed P wall of clouds driving toward us over Gothics
aeVe. Although we beat a hasty retreat, snow flurries caught us almost
immediately, and I finally had a good answer for my naive question as
to why one couldn't climb in cloudy weether.,. Donning our waterproofs
at the foot of the peak, we roped and huatl d off through the chilly
gusts. Shortly after intersecting our morning tracks we dropped below
the clouds and were soon at the edge of the great snow basin. Loath to
return to camp so early, tha, loader declared a second lunch to be in
order so we settled down to some of our r'—e-cracking Kracken-Brot. A
brisk discussion soon arose as to a proper name for our latest climb.
We finally decided upon the uninspired title of "Sentinel Peak" beceuse
of its position at the head of the Swan Creek valley, where it guarded
the approaches to the Adamant Range, with the outstretched arms of its
north and southdast ridges. These we named "Sentinel Ridge" and '
"Granite Ridge" respectively; while the low pass through the latter by
which we had entered Gothics neve was called "Sentinel Pass".
After lunch wc had a fine glissade down from Sentinel Pass.
Arnold performed the most spectn.cular slide of the entire trip when he
lost his balance and went tumbling head over heels down the slope,
clawing frantically at the snow in an effort to stop himself. As soon
as we saw he was all right, he was made the target of a lot of rude
humor, noting wlaich I decided not to take any chances on emulating him.
As a result I performed, under perfect control, what was undoubtedly
the slowest glissade on record finally deciding it was much faster
and easier to walk.
Then came the trudge back to camb in a slight rRin. Several .other
g lissades and easy traveling through the soft snow with long
skating steps brought us to our tents at one o'clock. Above loomed
Sentinel Peak", a very impresaivc and diffi'cult mountain from this side.
It was hard to believe that it was' the same .summit we had climbed so
easily from Gothios,neve. Settling down to a long rainy afternoon, we
decided that we were lucky to have snatched such a good day from the
weather, although it was a diaappointment not to have climbed Gothics.
By now my lips were so badly sunburncd,as were some of the others,
that it was prlinful to cat anything. I found myself vaguely hoping
that the next day would be rainy, so that a climb would be out of the
question'and we could recuperate.

When Sterling decided that our next climb would be. Mt. Adamant by a
"hell or high water" route, my hope became • less vague,
July 15
Don waked us to eat breakfast shortly after we had gone to bed,
or so it seemed. Anyhow it was mighty early. When we remonstrated
sleepily, he just leered and passed the cereal. Since it was cloudy,
we decided to go back to bed, and everyone slept late. Spent the day
gathering wood and tidying up camp between showers. My lips were so
swollen that I felt like Charles Laughton.
By now the quantity of food served at supper had grown until we
couldn't eat all Sterling gave us, with the exception of Don, who was
quite bottomless. We had begun to call him the "Scavenger Kid". As
with awe I watched him plow through the victuals, stopping just in time
at the bottom of his nlate, I thought of earlier trips when only the
greatest of catering care sufficed to keep him operating at full
capacity. So far Sterling had been unable to get him to admit that he ld
had enough to eat. For the evening meal this time, however, the cook
prepared an enormous pot of peas and carrots, so great that even Don
couldn't make more than a good-sized dent in thorn. But would that guy
admit to being full? No indeed: He merely said that he'd try another
helping after awhile! However, we sided with Sterling in his claim of
a moral victory--the peas and carrots lasted for several days more.
The tent leaked a little, but I had arranged my bed so that the
water merely ran out a hole in the floor and bothered no one. As we
looked up at the peaks just before turning in, we could see that there
was considerable new snow on the heights.
July 16
Chuck was much more reasonable about getting us up in the morning/
for he took a squint at the cloudy skies and then didn't bother to
call us. After a six o'clock breakfast we busied ourselves with camp
c hores or loafed for the remainder of the dey. The recuperation that
was taking place was terrific. One could almost see the energy building up in our systems. Even I was beginning to feel a little impatient
with the weather. Tho small stream that supplied our water WPS slowly
growing smaller and clearer as the snowfields above camp melted. A
sunny afternoon brought about a great welter of picture-taking from
which no one WPS exempt. Not so early to beds
)411d
July 17
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The weather looked doubtful at three so We delayed our start until
Sterling finally said "Let's go: " at seven cOclock. Our program for
the day called for an investigation of a small pass on the far side of
Gothics neve which we hoped would provide an easy route to Mt. Sir
Sandford. After that plans were indefinite. It was nice to have Chuhk
with us again for his first day of climbing since our arrival at Fairy
Meadow.
The packs were well-loaded with food and equipment which we
planned to leave at the pass if it offered a feasible route. Sterling
.had finally decided to establish an advance camp near the foot of
Sir Sandford, from which we would attempt the old ogre itself. While
our departure was scheduled for the not morning, packing part of our
tetalload RS far as we could today would greatly lighten, the task. As
usual I started slowly but managed to catch the others at the top of
the gap in"Granite Ridge". Chuck, with his movie camera, was making
the most of the glorious scenery. With Don leading the rope we headed
for the other side of the snow basin, contouring around the lower
slopes of the Gothics. Breaking trail was a hard job, for the snow
was quite soft,but Don didn't let that faze him, and soon we had to
beg him to take it easy so the rest of us could keep up.
A great deal of new snow had fallen which was particularly
noticeable on the peaks, virtually barren rocks a few days ago. As we
plodded along, I had an annoying tendency to break out of the steps.
Through experimentation, however, I found that it could be corrected
by kicking hard into the stop in such a way that its area was enlarged.
Apparently my more daintily-shod companions just weren't leaving me
enough room for my feet. After a long,stcady grind we reached the pass
and found it suitable for our purpose. Dumping all the equipment and
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•feed we ate lunch and admired the view. It was truly
beautiful, and
Chuck was delighted. I, however, thinking of the morrow, just
barely
managed to stifle a groan.
Below us running from right to left was the wide level Adaman
t
Glacier, with a small subsidiary glacier leading to it
from, the foot
ef our pass. Beyond, and this is what made me woeful, was the high
sharp ridge of Azimuth Mountain. Our proposed campsite lay on
the
Other side, and there appeared to be no feasible method of gettin
g there
except by going Over the top of the mountain. A veritable sea of
peak's
washed at the base of Mt. Sir Sandford, which dominated them like
a
stern master.
After some debate as to whether we should climb Gothics or the
Peak on the east of the pass which we callpd "Mt. Thor"
(hence "Thor
Pass"), discretion prevailed, and in view of the lateness of
the hour
and the big trip in store for us, we decided to return to
camp.
Leading the way back, I found easy going in Don's tracks, and
thought
to myself that it was fortunate there would be a trail
broken for the
next day. When we reached the top of "Sentinel •Pass", another
lunch
seemed like a good idea, so wa sat down without furthqr delay. A
mountaineer is always ready to eat, both because hc is hungry and
because the at gives him an honorable excuse to rest and spend a
little time looking at the view. To my mind the greatest indict
ment
that can be leveled against the .sport is the feet that one never
has
enough time to enjoy the beautiful and extraordinary places he
has
struggled so hard to attain.
After lunch the others returned to camp, but Don and I felt
we
hid to climb something. Selecting the small summit just
to the right
of the pass, we scrambled easily to the top. In common
with "Sentinel
Peek" the far side descended precipitously for hundreds of feet
to a
smell glacier below, a sharp contrast to the easy slopes which
rose
from the Gothics neve.
For once there was plenty of time for building
a cairn, having a good bull session, and admiring the nearby
spires of
the southern Adamants. Mts. Thor, Gibraltar, Wotan, and a
peak east of
the latter which I tentatively christened "Beldur° were
unusually
enect-cular from this angle. Gibraltar in particular was a thin plate
of rock that offered from a distance no apparent route to
the summit.
After some poor wet-snow glissedase Don end
strolled leisurely
into camp just in time for supper. By now the mosquitoes had almost
disappeared from Fairy Meadow, a circumstance for •which I gave due
thanks, i)
:
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Arose early to break camp for our blig trip. As we climbed up our
11sual trail over the snowbanks, which were growing smaller every day,
noted that our packs were already rather bulky and wondered what the7
would be like after we picked up the loads et"Ther Pass': The
day Was
brilliantly cloudless and favored us with the spectacle of n glowin
g,
circular rainbow about the sun, which persisted for several hours.
The Gothics neve seemed more dazzling than ever before,
and I couldn't
help chinking what the glare was probably doing to the skin of our
feces.
Using our track of the day before, we made good time to "Thor P-ss",
Where we stopped for a second breakfast. The night before some thought
h d been given to the possibility of climbing one of the peaks
of the
Gotleics, but in view of the long trip ahead the project was now re-*'
lUctently abandoned. Since this was the third time we'd discarded the
-dee, I was beginning to wonder if we ever would get to climb the
nlountal_n.
Crawling into our pecks, we moaned a little and started down the
'Iteep gulley leading to -the glecier below. The loose rocks in its upper
cortion forced us to be extremely careful--but since the greater pert
2f its length was filled with good snow most of the descent was simple
.
'loping up on the little glacier below e we started down toward the
Ademant Glacier. The snow was very soft, nnd there were many patches
Of glare ice exposed. As Starling waded down et,a breathtaking pace,
Isellowed by the slipping, skidding, stumbling members of his party, I
teund myself fervently hoping that he, wouldn't fall into a crevasse,
Or I was sure we would follow him like rats popping into e sower
pipe
'Lf he did.

Leaving the glacier we clambered down's. medium-sized moraine,,easy
except for those sixty-pound packs, and stepped. onto. the level floor ,
of the Adamant Glacier, By now it was nearly, noon and HOT! The
pitiless sun'beat down upon us until I could feel my face beginning ito
char,,and I longed fer the cool.shade of the devils club an'd slide
,When we stoPped fer rest before starting across the glacier, I
dived for the shade of a large bouldera , and'it was only over my •bitter
protests that we-started on again. ,Half way to the other side we Came
upon the large tracks of a , bear which led in a straight line up the '
glacier toward a pass in Azimuth Ridge, and I wondered fuzzily if he
had been too warm in his fur coat.
The climb up to the summit of Azimuth Mountain was fierce and I
felt deeply.gratefui to Sterling who assumed the job of kicking the
stops in the soft, steep snow. Mercifully my memory has clouded over
the recollection of just how tiring it really was, but I can readily
recall the Universal sigh of relief when we reached the crest of the
ridge nCar the summit. Pausing for lunch we reclined on the brown
rocks and 'admired the ice-guarded north face of Mt. Sir Sandford, whil
Arnold:With an admirable buret of energy scouted the way upward to the
top of Azimuth. When he, rejoined us, we donned our packs again and
climbed tO the capacious summit (8,410 ft.). Here we found a lerge
cairn, at least .six feet high, which was built by Howard Palmer more
than thirty years ago. It made our previous efforts along this line
seem puny by comparison. The place was a fine grandstand from which to
view the surrounding peaks, and it was easy .to see Why Palmer had
selected it for one of his primary survey stations.
Eventually we started down a large grassy gulley on the southwest
face of the mountain. Curiously enough there was no anew on this side.
The descent was simple but long, and our knees soon Lwor6 rubbery,from
the constant back-pedalling. Below us was the junction of SiIvertip
Glacier and Silvertip nave, while farther down the valley we could see
the tongue of Sir Sandford Glacier. While the pictures taken by"Palmer
showed that Silvertip flowed into the' latter glacier, the recession
luring the succeeding.years had re6Uttdd in the present gap between
.a
the two of more. than a quarter mile,
Many goat trails wound among the flowering heather and the everand we followed them whenever possible., After a contiderable
greens, '
search we finallTfound a level shelf large enough to hold -our two ,
tents--after a. half-laour .of digging with ice axes--just at the upper .
edge of the bare,area.scoUred on the hillside by Silvertip Glacier: A
cold stream dashed over the rocks two hundred feet away while dead
wood littered the mountainside. It was not an ideal camp, the terrain;
being more suited to the goats we had seen earlier in the afternoon,
than to city folks on a vacation, but ritapould have been Much worse.'
After all we had only to rariSe our eyee.„to see,the massive flanks of
Mt. Sir Sandford itself; :just two miles away; a view thataaas ample
od bik,
1consolation for any ,number of disadvanteges,
voracious
horde
of
riesCaftto4s*
One unexpected difficulty was'the
t
thit descended when we arrived. Three of us had been timid enough to
bring our heednets along .".nd were, well ,protected, ,but the other two!
I'll never forget one aplaintive remark of, "How ,in the world were you'
fellows smert'enPugh to bring those headnets along?" We felt sorry for
them--but didn't offer the use of.our pets:
Bedtime that night was a' little' More complicated than usual as
Chuck, Don, and I tried to dispose bursolves and our beiongings in a
two-men tent. A head-to-foot, sardine-like arrangement solved the.'
difficUlty and soOn the tent was reverberating to the mighty snores of
tie other two, who were upholding their reputation for that sort of
As I thought back over the days activities, I began to realize
thing
what a fine piece of route-finding Sterling had accomplished by leading
the party in a strange country 'over three, high passes and three glacier%
to exactly the place we wanted to boa' Ahead of us lay. Sir 'Sandford, a.
climb' for which we would need to be in first-class shape, so once again,"
es' I dropped off to sleep, I blessed the packboard beneath my hips '
'
. J1
which made a good night's rest on the hard rocky ground possiblbai
Fy-vvor
Nee
Don, after chnmping at the bit for most of ,the night, finally
could restrain himself no longer and woke us at two o'clock. As wd
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slePpily gulped our breakfast, we were cheered by the clear
skies above
the bleak outlines of Mt. Sir Sandford. I would probably
have been much
more nervous than I was, if Chuck hadn't told me the previous
that he thought the day would be devoted to a reconnaissance evening
of the
routes up the mountain than to an assault on the summit.
A little after three we began our scramble down the three hundred
feet of jumbled boulders to Silvertip Glacier. Fording
the icy stream
which issued from its mouth proved impractical, so we retreated
upstream
and. crossed the snout of the glacier, jumping several
crevasses on the
way. A half-mile scramble over glacial debris while
swatting mosquitoes
brought us to the edge of the Sir Sandford glaeier, where a cool
breeze
sweeping down then ice sobn dispelled the pests. This wind seem
to be
typical of glaciers and was certainly welcome in our case. The
glacier
surface was well-scarred by moulins, or surface water courses,
and in
several places the water plunged down deep blue holes into the depths
of the ice, However, the rough ice didn't delay us, and we were
soon
standing under the walls of the Ravelin, a mall rock peak that guards
the mighty northwest face of Sir Sandford itself. Above us the
early
morning light was just beginning to warm the harsh ridges and touch
the
snow with color,
During the previous day Sterling had been studying the mountain
every time he had a chance. Finally he announced that a route appeare
d
Possible which would avoid much of the danger from falling ice
and
obviate the most difficult part of the course followed in the first
ascent. I presumed that we were on our way now to investigate the
lower part of his proposed route.
brief digression to describe the face that towered above us
might be in order. A long steep arete running down to the
Ravelin
b ounded the face on the right, while a shorter arete topped
by a
rounded dome of rock, above which we could not see, formed the left
wall. Between the two'was a great basin of snow and ice which was
divided , horizontally by two systems of hanging glaciers. The lower,
Which discharged over a band of cliffs well below the level of the
rocky'deme, presented no obstacle. The upper, seVeral hundred feet
above :the top of the dome, extended nlmost the entire width of the face.
Between the two was a long, acutely-angled snow and Ice slope nearly
two thousand feet high. Any party on this slope would be threatened
by the ice cliffs above, which hung over it like the proverbial sword
Of Damocles. This "long slope", as it had been christened by
Palmer,
had repulsed five attempts at a direct ascent by his party, who climbed
9n the right edge near the arete. Only, when, they traversed it from the
orete on the right to the top of the rocky dome on the left, passing
directly.beneath the frowning cliffs of the upper glacier,. were they
able to complete an ascent of the mountain. Above the upper glacier a
long snow slope at a more gentle angle led to the summit ridge. The
region between the two hanging glaciers was obviously the crux of the
Problem.
Sterling proposed climbing beside the left arete until the foot of
the dome-shaped rock was reached. Then a horizontal traverse along its
foot to the right corner would put us in a position to climb upwards
cn the snew, hugging the rock, until we could scramble out on its
summit. From there the way should be comparatively simple. This plan
had several advantages; for a direct assault on the "long slope" would
not be necessary, the dangerous traverse across the slope beneath the
ice cliffs would be avoided, and the bergschrund and crevasses of the
lower glacier would be far beneath LIB when we finally stepped on the
fllalnsnow slope. Only when moving from the foot to the top of the
rocky dome would we be in lino of fire from the upper glacier, and by
hugging the wall that danger could be reduced to n minimum.
A curious mass of loose celcite crystals, remarkably regular in
Pize, formed our seat beneath thy Ravelin as we strapped on our crampons.
couldn't repress a certain feeling of excitement and exhilaration as
I did this for - the first time, for from my rending I had garnered the
iMpression that these devices were only used when desperate doings wore
.foot. Sterling was already far ahead, impatient to come to grips with
the mountain, as we started up the easy, hard-frozen snow that led to
thelonse ef the first cliff band. I quickly found that, while crampons
give a welcome feeling of security to a novice on a slippery snow
aUrfade, they also have their disadvantages. Until one becomes used to
them, there is a distressing tendency for the prongs on one foot to

etch in the cloth of the opposite pants leg, precipitating the wearer
into th ,
- snow; and there is an over-present danger of spiking oneself.
A 'lore real difficulty, from which even the export is not immune, is
cs.used by snow "balling". between the prongs, reducing or negating
their hold on the slope. ' Therellaye been serious aecidents resulting
fron a slip caused by this condition, and a careful climber will pause
every few steps to knock airdY ad&umulated snow with his ice axe. In
wet, sticky snow crampone may become practically useless from this
cnuse. As I'climbed I amu2Sed myself by dreaming up a gadget that
would cure the fault.
At the base of the cliffs we ascended a snow-filled gulley, well
out from the left arete, for a short distance. Then, stepping onto the
rocks, we removed our crampons and traversed up and to the left toward
the wall of the arete." At one place Arnold and I, well to the rear,
ended in .a cuI-de.-4sac of vet rocks - and wore forced to.extend each'other
a helping hand to continue the climb without retracing our,steps. The
footing below the aretewas very loose, encl .-the others climbing above
were unable to preverit,an occasional stone from rolling down.
One such
hit me in the stomach-.-and for the first time I blessed the coiled
rope
which I was carrying in just the right snot to serve a.1 a cushion.
Seeing this mishap the others waited until we joined them before
continuing. By now we were kicking steps in a snow slope of
anpalling
steepness, progressing directly upward, towai4d the foot of the
rocky
dome. The left arete was still close .beside us, and we specula
ted
optimistically upon its possibilities ''es
rock route. Upon ren.ching
the dome we
'sod on the lip of the small bergschrund that divided the
snow from the overhanging rock to don lour crampons and the rope.
At
this double sign of difficulties I really began to expect
the worst,
-Ind I think now that perhaps Sterling did too. Ahead was the
critical
moment when veswoulcYround the lower corner of the dome and
see •what
lay ahead on the steep slope below the ice cliffs.
Before we started I looked down--and almost wished I hadn't:
A
smooth snow nlope led down at a fifty degree angle to the top
of the
cliff band, and I thought to myself, "It's not the snow slope
itscrlf
ti -t bothers me, it's'whet lies at th7) bottom of it."
We were already
,rell above the lower glacier. Through the clear morning
air the Adamant
R-nge Was alrie'ldy prominent to the north over Azimuth Mountai
n, and I
tried to pick out our camp among thb boUlders of the letter
slopes.
With a severe Climb on our hands, how.vcr, there was no, time
for dawdling
end Sterling urged us on. Balancing along the top of the bergsch
rund
with careful.belays, we reached the corner, droppGd down and around
14,
and halted:
' Before us spread the fearful beauties of tha,"long slope",
sweeping
in a cican,smooth curve to the glacier below. It was indeed an awesome
;yet,'es we studied it and moved a few feet out on the slope, it
began to.loadsdMe of its terror. Obviously (to Sterling) the
snow wes
in perfec7t,4hDpe, firm and hRrd, and as we gazed upward, we cou],d see
that there was no ice between us and the.tPp of the slope. That
we
could ascend the slope was cortin, thG only uncertainty was what might
descend toward us. After carefully studying the hanging
glacier above
and correlating what he saw with observations made of the
amount of
debris at the foot of the mountain, Sterlihg advanced the opinion that
the ice wall was quiescent and hadn't dischorged any material for
several months. Hence, it would be reason-bly safe to climb beneath it.
'Palle our origimal route up beside the rock dome to its crest
would
certainly "go','it would be much quicker to climb directly up
the
"long slope" tOward the right arcet. This was the route,, that Palmer
had attempted again and ngnin without success; but the snow was perfect,
the weather was right, and the partY well-equipped and eager to climb.
With Sterling in thO load we moved onto the slanting surface
,
traveling in almost a horizontal direction to the right. High above us
,between tho right edge of the ice cliff and the arete a thin tongue
of
' snow in the shape of an hour-glass led up to the gentler slopes above.
When we were well out on the slope, no longer under the worst part of
the hanging glacier, Sterling veered upward and headed, with occasional
small zigzags, directly toward thd "hourglass". Our climbing -was
c -uttous, each men carefully driVing in his ice axe as far. RS he could
before trIking, a step, for a glance down 'was not alluring. In apite of
our slow pnce (or because of it). we, gniined altitude rapidly. Kieking
steps in the hard snow was tiring work, and Chuck took the lend about

h ,lfway up.

Ba new we had climbed out of the shadows into the sun, and the
su-eface of the snow had become appreciably softer. This condition was
boa-. anncying and dangerous, for it began to "ball" under our crampons,
preventing them from properly gripping the slope. Sterling.cautioned
us several times to watch the feet of the man in front, warning'him
whor his crampons became clogged. Chuck was doing a splendid job of
loading, setting a mean pace that had my tongue hanging out, and I was
glad that I didn't have the added responsibility of kicking steps.
As we ascended, the acclivity became steeper and steeper, culminating at an angle of more than sixty degrees at a small bergschrund
just below the hourglass. The schrund gave us no trouble, but the view
upward, consisting chiefly of a pair of Bramani soles, was thoughtProvoking. Entering the "hourglass" Chuck led us steadily higher, our
etcitement mounting with every step. Finally the slope began to lessen,
and he veered to the right, stopping at an almost level spot onythe
arete. We'were up the "Long Slope", and the most critical part of the
ascent was behind us:
Eagerly our oyes leaped to the snow leading to the summit ridge.
It was unbroken, of gentler grade than that we had just ascended, and
apparently in splendid condition. Happily we sat on a rocky ledge with
our feet dangling over the cliffs of the west face. It was a little
after nine, and we suddenly realized we were hungry. Sterling broke
out the cheese and crackers, the candy and nuts, and we chewed with
gusto. Nothing could stop us now. The general- temper was expressed
when Sterling chortled, "1411 bet old man Palmer turned over in his
grave whenewe'walked right up the slope that stopped him five times!"
The view from our elevation of nearly ten thousand feet was
excellent-. Below Sir Sandford glacier swept down from near the snowy
ridge of Mt.. Citadel. Beyond lay the dark valley of Goldstream River,
and towering-even it was the symmetrical rock of Downie leak. It
would have been easy to linger for hours, but there was still a lot of
climbing ahead of us so we soon started on. We had removed our crampons
bee; after floundering and slipping for a few hundred feet we decided
taat they would be useful in spite of the "balling" snow. Don, now in
the lead, took us at a steady pace to the crest of the ridge. On the
way up I ventured to ask Sterling how we would 'climb down the "Long
Slope": His cheery reply that we would probably back down gave me
something to think about all the way to the summit. The thought of
:going backward over all those steps was certainly unnerving.
Upon reaching the top of the ridge we turned left and moved up a
gentle slope to a small hump. The.top of Lt. Sir Snndford is very mubh
like a roof; we were now on the ridgepole, moving toward its highest
point. At Chuck's request our rope of five split into two sections
with Arnold, Don and me on one rope, and Chuck and Sterling on the
Other. Chuck *as anxious to secure moving pictures of our rope as it
progressed towerd the to, so ho and Sterling climbed well behind us.
By some.mIschence I found myself in the .lead when we moved on, a
circumstance I heartily disapproved. As we approached the summit, the
ridge became much steeper on each side,' and large cornices crowned it
in several pieces. These were something new in my experience, and I
remember thinking, "What a helluva time and place to learn about
cornices:" Everything went smoothly, however, and only one place
give me cause to hesitate. Here the ridge was very thin at the head
Of a small gulley, and the soft snow was inclined at a steep angle. As
I kicked steps, the dislodged snow slid down, picking up other snow on
the way to form small snow slides; and I couldn't help wondering if
there was any likelihood of the Whole mass peeling off. Of course the
Others thought nothing of it. A few feet farther on the mountain began
to slant in the other direction, and I knea we wore on top, 11,590 ft.
eboVe son -level and 5,400 ft. above the Sir Sandford glacier. It
lacked five days of being exactly thirty-four years since the first
Rscent.
The summit was completely snow-covered, with not aarock to be seen.
The highest point was slightly above us on the outer edge of a huge
cornice, but no one volunteered to stand precisely upon it. With a
careful belay, howeVer, wu did- venture one at a time to within a few
feet e' the odgb, whore we could peck over at the great precipices of
thc nereh faee. The eastern summit ridge, loading from the east arete,
ve,v sharp and crowned with insecure-looking cornices. I was glad
elat we had abandoned our plan to attempt that route).

Since there wes no way to build a cairn, we relexed to enjoy the
tien of being on top of the Solkirks. The day was perfect, not a
cicei in the sky, and the views were extraordinary. To the west,
-across the Columbia River valley (remember that the Columbia makes a
big bend) were the broad snow summits of the Monashee or Gold Range,
one of the great interior ranges of British Columbia. To the south
U_ s the major portion of the Selkirk Range, with Mt. Sir Donald and
the peaks in Glacier,Park (Canada) particularly prominent only thirty
miles away. To their left in the distance rose two rocky towers that
Sterling ,wleth delight identified as Howser and Bugaboo Spires in the
Purcell Range, seventy miles away. Still farther to the left in a
southeaaterly direction Mt. AsSiniboine stood forth clearly, over one
hundred piles aWay in the Rocked. As we swung our gaze to the east
and then to the northeast a tremendous panorama of the mighty peaks
along the Continental Divide Unfolded before our eyes, impossible to
describe or adequately photograph. Suffice it to say that nearly all
of the major summits in the Canadian RoCkies with the exception of
Mt. Robson were there in all their glory. From Mt. Assiniboine to
Mt. Hooker in the,north is a,distance of well over one hundred and
fifty miles. Around the skirts of Sir Sandford spread the intricate
network of snowfields and glaciers that makes this region unique and
so strikingly beautiful, while the .clan-cut, spires of the Adamant
Range and the other.nearby peaks played a'supporting role.
After an hour.of lazy ease our thoughts began to turn to the
ProSpoet of climbing down snow that was becoming increasingly soft
under the hot sun. Tying into one rppe we started reluctantly back,
lqath to leave a view and vntage point th0 like of which we might
never soo again. With Don in the lead we Quickly descended the ridge
and turned downward over the upper Snowfield. After following our
morning tracks for a short distance, Don veered to the right it Sterling t
suggestion and descended toward a jumbled mass c4 ice blocks and
crevasses just above the lip of the hanging glacier. The snow. was
slippery and occasionally broke away beneath our feet, but the angle
was not great enough for taiS to be dangerous. Skillfully moving
-long threads of snow, zigzagging hih wny,bnck and forth, Don landed
us atop the bare, smooth summit of the dome-shaped buttress.
Here we stopped for e second lunch. The view from our projecting
rock across the "long slope" was excellent, rind as we traced , the long
thin lino of our tracks up out of sight, it seemed incredible that
we had climbed there. At the bergschrund the slope notually seemed to
lean over backward. The Overhanging ice cliffs, several' hundred feet
thick, were, close et hand, much More nwesome than they had been from
a distance. The Adamant.'Range was prominent to the north while below
us I .could just distinguish our camp on the side of Azimuth Mountain,
Seen We started down again. By now Sterling and Arnold were in a
mood for experimentation. Instead of traversing back toward the ice
cliffs td gqe on the snow, they began to deseend over the rounded,
rocky ledges on the right side (facing the mountain) of thedoMe, Soon
we roped up, Pith Arnold in the lead, and climbed over moderate but
exposed 'rock until onlY a hundred feet nbove the snow, Here to save
time they decided to rope down the remaining distance. The rocks were
uncomfortebly crowded with tiny weterfells from thp moltlng snow above;
efaile waiting for the leader to drive inaa piton for the raptel, I WPS
continuelky'doused by wind-blown drops from one of.these streams. The
slide down the rope while crrrying ice exe,and pack wA awkigerd, so we
wera all glad to reach the bottom.
Here we found ourselves a short distance nbove,the,pAiat where our
traverse oP the morning hed started. The steep slope hnd lost most of
its terrors by now, so much so that we looked forward' to reinping down.
A deep trench of hard-packed snow which ran close by the reeks was
obviously an avalanche track for debris failing from above. When we
roped together again, Sterling evidentlfy decided to let The do some of
the work for he placed me in the load. I moved across the firm snow in
the bottom of the trough and hnd just reached the other side when a
cry from the rear halted me. Chuck was having trouble putting his
clmcra army. We waited, with Sterling in the bottom of the track and
Arnold pert of the way down the far side. It didn't look like a
healthy spot to me. Evidently Stcrling thought so too, for he urged
Chuck to hurry.
Finally we started again, and I for one breathed a sigh of relief
when we were clear of the overhengin icefell. Of course Sterling had

said thet it was quiescent, but there was no point in asking for trouble4
down the glacier toward the right arete, the tracks of our
eecent and descent formed a giant "X". By now the snow was extremely
;oft, and our steps repeatedly broke away beneath us as we hastened
down. Presently we approached a large crevasse that crossed the slope,
and slowed down to survey the situation. The upper lip was well above
tile lower, but we finally spotted a small snow bridge where the lips of
the crevasse almost touched together. Sterling gave his approval of. it
as a route, and I started carefully down in that direction.
Once my foot.slipped, but the ice axe and a friendly tug on the
rope from Sterling stopped the slide after a few feet. Halting at the
edge for lack of rope, I waited until Sterling joined mo. Then,
following his directions, I just let go and slid over the crevasse.
Halting on the lower side I glanced back into the narrow hole and
received a rude shock. It was somewhat akin to peeking through the
top of e large arch, for a tremendous cavern yawned below. Both the
upper and lower sides of the crevasse overhung by many fert, and my
bolayer had only a few feft of snow between him and the thin air below.
When Sterling joined me and I pointed out that he had beEn sitting on,
his only comment was, "My God'.
We continued on down the curving glacier, avoiding several patches
of bare ice, and were well below the level of the lower icefall, when
a loud noise reverberated from the cliffs above. Looking upward we saw
e. huge mass of snow and ice slide over the lip of the upper glacier and
plunge with a dull roar to the slope below. As the tons of debris swept
down the avalanche track they twice crossed our day's tracks before
,
plunging over the lower icefall. It was sobering to think that we had
stopped in that track only a half hour earlier.
Finally I exclaimed, "Looks as though Palmer didn't mind our
c limbing his mountain so easily after all, for he refrained from
firing that avalanche until we were safely clear:" That broke the ice
and es we slid down an elegant glissade, we kidded Sterling about his
erediction that the glaciers were not working. He defended himself
;toutly by pointing out that the fall came from the slope above the
aefall, not from its face, a true claim but one that we.denied had
'lay bearing on the matter.
When we reached the edge of the Sir Sandford Glacier, n halt was
called. Sterling triumehently produce(' - 1-_er of chocolate for each of
us, so we held a victory celebration. As - 7() ate, we reminded him that
he had promised us a roost beef stew if we climbed Sir Sandford, and
warned that he had bettor produce. He agreed that tonight was the night.
The loose debris on the glacier flat was fatiguing, but the three
hundred foot climb to our camp was worse. Arnold and I sat foP many
minutes at the bottom, just thinking about it, before we finally started
up. I know thet only the roast beef dinner inspired mc to movc. It
wis well worth the effort though, for the meal was undoubtedly the best
of the trip, with sweet potatoes, beans, and the beef vying for our
affections. • As I looked across at the mighty peak, I found it hard to
believe that we had actually stood on its summit or climbed its steep •
snowfields. The day's climb had certainly a most rewarding "r000n-

rvlissnne8!
Our success was due primarily to four factors, the perfect weather,
the ideal condition of the snow, the clever selection of a route by
3terling, and the excellent leadership which he and Chuck exhibited.
Our route of d _scent followed that of Palmer's first ascent, while our
ascent was along the path which repeatedly repulsed him with long
stretches of hard ice. Under less favorable conditions we might have
suffered the same fnte, although I prefer to think that Sterling's
original route would have landed us on top despite adverse circumstances.
July 20
Most of us were thoroughly worn out 137 the two long days preceding,

se we decided, like the Seventh Day Adventists, to make this Sturdy
dwv of rest. True, a number of ambitious plans were discussed, but
no one started to move. During the morning we scnttered over the
kounteinside with our pnckboerds to b'in' in wood, while The Cook (after
, the roast beef the title merits catitels) baked several bnnnocks for
the days to come. Chuck gathered his wood by throwing it down the
billeide from above. As I watched largc brenches bouncing tows- rd our

ce,nn. I feared for the tents. I had been a little worried all along
enyhow, because the rounded ledges just above us were covered with
large rocks resting at just about the angle of repose. It wasn't hard
to imagine what one of them would do if it plopped down on us during
the night, My fears were groundless, however, and our camp remained
u -lianagPd,
As the sun rose higher in the cloudless sky we found that our
tracks across the "Long Slope" were still plainly visible, although
thr, miles away. During the middle of the day the bare hillside grew
desperately hot. The tents were like ovens, and taking a nap was
well-nigh impossible. Arnold ambitiously set forth on an expedition
to find the s-ite of Palmer's base camp; Donald took a sunbath (I still
don't know what he did about the mosquitoes) ; and the others performed
sundry chores or tried to keep cool. Only when the sun dropped behind
the lovely summit of Silvertip Mountain late in the afternoon did we
finally obtain relief from the heat.
Arnold returned from his jaunt to report that he hnd been unable
to cross the glacier stream which lay between him end his objective.
Around the campfire we discussed tomorrow's climb, which was to be an
attempt on Blackfrinrs (10,580 ft.), lying at the heed of Silvertip
Gi.aeler,and perhaps the finest of the peeks which were still unclimbed.
If our efforts proved successful, the two major objectives of the
trip would have boon accomplished. In anticipation of a hard day we
turned in early.
July 21
At 3:00 A.M. we bean the climb up the length of Silvertip Glacier,
traversing across the slopes of Azimuth Mountain on a level with our
camp until we reached the ice. The spectacular icon-Ill was easily
passed on the right side and soon we were trudging over the snow of the
upper glacier. Ascending a large snow-covered hump Sterling seized the
opportunity to demonstrate skillfully the various methods of stopping
fall with the ice axe. All of us would have liked to practice a
little, but our peak was waiting. As vi-e topped the rise, we caught
our first view of it. The two summits, connected by a small col, abut
the end of the long northwest ridge of Azimuth Mountain, but unlike the
latter are formed of granite. Actually they are a part of the formation
which includes their close neighbors to the north, the major Adamant
peaks.
As we progressed toward the mountain 'f-ter roping, our route of
ascent was simple to locate. The large bergschrund which rain completely across the southern face was bridged or filled in two places
with avalanche snow. One was below a Dirge snowfield which nearly
covered two-thirds of the face of the eastern and higher peak; the
other was below the narrow, snow-filled couloir which rose to the col.
llthough both places offered feasible routes, Sterling, in the lord,
headed toward the couloir, which offered two definite advantages. It
was slightly steeper than the face, but would not be exposed for several hours to the hot sun that was already beating down upon the snowfield; thus the snow would probably be much firmer. In addition to
this it rose slightly higher on the mountain than did the snowfield;
our ascent would be speeded by minimizing the rock-climbing.
-I was in fine spirits this morning and engaged Don, just behind
me at the end of the rope, in a spirited argument concerning wartime
censorship. Our tongues wagged merrily all the way up to the bergschrund, which was easilY crossed. Hero Sterling, in an effective
rove to stop the chatter, reversed the order of the rope and told us
,to use some of our surplus wind in kicking steps.
We were in the shade now, end the stoop snow ran upward at an
angle of well over forty-five degrees. Above us the walls closed in
until at the top they seemed to nearly touch, while the hard-packed
avalanche furrow in the center of the corlo4_r warned us to climb to
one side if possible. Donald climbed confiaently and skillfully,
kicking the steps as though he had been doing it for veers. Following
him to the best of my ability, I sadly fear that I occasionally jerked
the rope and otherwise hindered him in his work- The slope gradually
Er ow with our outstretched
steepened until we could nearly touen
) top, the snow became
hand while standing erect, As we neareu
-of-Ler and shallover, finally giving so little supPort that the leader
teek to the rocks on the left for the last few feet.

In the nerrow little'col the mildly corniced snow dropped off
elmost verticelly on the other side. Don turned to the left townrd
the leder summit, but was quickly redirected up a steep bit of curving
snow on the right. Leaving our ice axes (a nuisance when rock-climbing)
on e rodky ledge at the top, we began our escent over the firm granite.
The climbing wns strenuous but not too exposed. For the grentor part
of • the time we moved continuously, excepting those moments when I got
stuck end had to be belayed. Finally we renched the summit nt 9:30.
The highest point was on the tip of a large rock which hung over
the sheer north face. When we sat on it, about two thousand feet of
empty spflce was below each leg. Sterling persuaded me to stand up for
one picture, but that once was enough. While he end Chuck were taking
pictures, Don and I pessed up rocks to Arnold for a cairn. Then the
proud builder posed for the cameraman, and wo all adjourned to a flnt
rock for lunch.
The day was beautiful and highly gratifying to the photographers.
Numerous fluffy clouds dotted the sky to mike Our shots nuch more
worthwhile than on the two preceding days, which had been absolutely
clear; end we made the most of our opportunities. The position was
especially good for pictures of Mt. Sir Sandford, which rose in a
groat wnll beyond the foot of Silvertip Glecier. Less than a mile to
thd north wore the ewesone spires of Austerity; Turret, Adamant, end
Gothics. Turret Peak is R sl-Leer cone lying between and below
Austerity end Adament. The southwesterly faces of all the peeks were
frightening, but none more so than those of Turret. Curved slabs
rose verticnlly without n break for several thousnnd feet to form the
greatest expanse of solid reek I have ever. seen. If it is ever climbed,
it will almost certainly helm to be from the direction of Austerity
or Adamant.
The breed East Peak of the Gothics was nlmost equally impressive,
with a curious wide band of quartz dividing it diagonally about hnlfwey to the top. It, too, will provide a fine first ascent for someone; Palmer had written throb edge-on it looked like a church steeple.
Direetly opposite us was the steep couloir on Mt. Adamant which had
Leon used as a route of ascent by Palmer and his guides. Our adnir
tion for his gallant crew increased still more as we studied the
details of their climb. Frankly we had no desire to try it. All
ereund us spread the magnificent glaciers, not new to our eyes now,
but just as beautiful as the first time we sew then.
efter a leisurely hour or two the heat of the sun warned us three
we had better be sterting back. es we scrnmbled down the rocks, we
paused to study the west penk of Blackfriars. It looked something
liken large version of the Higher Cathedral Spire in Yosemite Wiley,
arid we concluded that an ascent would require tension climbing on a
cele thet we were not prepared to undertake. Below us the snow in the
cnulnir was in a very dengorous condition, just on the verge of nvalinching. A descent within its cenfines would place the whole party
-t the mercy of the snow, with. no chance to esdape, so we decided to
try the snnwfield on the south face. There we could descend part of
the way en rock before venturing onto the snow.; the snow itself would
be deeper and more firmly bound to the. rock;' and we would have room
to spread out, so that in the event of e smell snow slide the whole
nerty would not be swept nway.
efter descending as far as we Could on the rocks, Chuck le-ding,
we neused end looked across the steep snowfield to our left. Several
hundred feet below us a bulge marked the location of a high cliff band
which we had fleeted during our ascent, but beyond its end the snow
swept in an unbroken line to the glecier. At least we weuldnIt have
t worry about the bergschrund; we had seen early in the morning tnet
nenv such smell avalanches had completely filled it.
As wo watched, several small patches of snow slid slowly downwerd end spilled ever the cliff. Sterling end Chuck tossed several
rocks onto the slope to see whet effect they would have, cencluding
frem whet they saw that the =ell slides were cemposbd of surface
snew only. The underlying layers were prebebly safe enough, At any
rate we would seen find out. Chuck untied fr, m our repo and tied in
the spero, which pieced about a hundred and twenty fact of rope
between him and the next men. The purpose was twofold; it permitted
him to progress well out on the snow end give it a thorough test
before the whole p Arty WPS committed, being securely belayed from the
reeks while se doing; and it meant that (el:- two long leads would be
:lecessery to traverse across the slope and clear the cliffs.

Confidently kicking deep steps he started across, angling
slightly clownward as he worked. At nearly every step small bits of
snow which he dislodged slid hissingly toward the cliffs below. One)
in a while a step would break away, but he adways caught himself and
had no need of the rope. Presently, when the rope was nearly out, he
halted and stamped a broad, solid seat in the snow. Burying his ice
axe in the compacted mass, he called for me to follow him. Of my
thoughts during the descent I can recall only two. One was the determination that for once I was not going to break a step while I alimbed;
it was not the spot for such carelessness. The other was a feeling of
great cxhiliration at the uhusual experience, spiced as it was with a bit of danger, which could only come through absolute confidence, in
one's lenders.
The others, of course, had followed me across the slope as the
grow
taut between us, halting when I reached Chuck. Sterling on
rope
the upper end was still belaying from the rocks. When I had secured
my belay on Chuck's platform, he moved on for enother rope length to
a second point in a small avalanche trough just beyond the end. of the
cliffs. When I started forward to join him this time, the others
behind me moved simultaneously, and we no longer' had a belay from the
rocks. Anchored again, he moved forward, increasing his angle of
descent, and called for me to join him after abeut seventy feet' of
rope were out. When I did so, Don was forced to stop in the avalanche
trough. I later learned that While he was standing there a small
slide swirled down toward him. Uncertain what the book recommended
doing under such circumatances, he settled his dilemma by stopping the
slide:
We now moved simultaneously until the angle began to lessen.
.
Here Chuck stopped, cast off the •rope, and hopped aboard his ice axe
like a witch riding side...saddle on a broom., a swift glissade down one
of the many avalanche troths and he was at'the bottom. Storling,and
the others quickly followed suit, and I brought up the rear. The snow
in the bottom of the troughs was hard-packed and bumpy, and I upset
near the bottom. The resulting slide on the seat of my pants was quite
comfortable and speedy, and I couldn't understand why the others were
shouting and waving at me. I was quite happy,' however, So •I waved •
merrily back. When I finally realized that they wanted me to stop, I
did so--and was completely bewildered when they just as eagerly waved
for me to start again. Only when I had joined them did I learn that
I had stopped right on top of a thinly-covered section of the bergsolutnd which they had been signalling me to avoid.
The danger was over, so we adjourned to a scree-covered ledge on
the side for another lunch. As we ate, we watched bits of the snow
peel off the face and avalanche slowly down. The large trough just
below us was filled with a great mass of the stuff, which looked just
like a river of white molasses as it wound slowly down. When it finally stopped for a few minutes, we roped and started down at a fast
pace, plunging knee-doe p into the soft mass. Suddenly as I tried to
withdraw one of my feet for another step, the snow hardened and
gripped it like a vise. Fortunately I was able to stop myself immediately. My predicament was laughable, for the snow had set like concrete and even with the most strenuous twisting and kicking I was
unable to free myself. Only when I had dug the mass away with my ice
axe could I extricate my foot. The sight of me chopping away at my leg
was too much for the others, and they burst into howls of laughter.
Altheugh the incident was funny at the time, it illustrated only too
well on a small scale the manner in which a. wet snow avalanche will
consolidate and harden, inevitably crushing or smothering anyone
caught in it. If I had been traveling a little faster, a broken leg
could easily have boon the result.
It was still early, so we paid a visit to Silvertip Pass at the
head of the glacier, obtaining a good view into the deep valley of
Stitt Creek. We could also see that there was a good possibility of
climbing the west peak from the ridge leading to Belvedere Peak, a
small outpost of Blackfriars to the southweet. On the way down the
glacier Arnold led us at a swift rate OVOY and around crevasses which
we had passed very sedately in the morning, and we were soon past the'
icefall. ' Here we digressed to the slopes of Azimuth Mountain well
above the moraine, and ambled leisurely and independently along the
goat trails toward camp. The heather we:4 Lovely, and I was surprised to see 'how many other flowers were -:Lecaning at this high altitude. Well ahead I saw two goats scampering up the hillside, and
quickly snapped my camera in their direction. The picture has been
dF,-, 1oped, but so far I hrwen't boon ibe to find the goats!

That evening a wide variety of iders were expressed concerning
the way in which our remaining time should be spent if the good
weather continued. I haei become quite enamored with Mt. Silvertip,
f
an unclimbed peak of love:.r name and alluring shape which re
Mt.
Blackfriars.
Chuck
was
all for
directly across the glacier from
returning to attack the lower peak of Blackfriars, while Arnold was
anxieus to attempt the Minaret, a slender needle, several hundre4 feet
high, which lay just to the west of Sir Sandford. Donald was ready
for anything, and Sterling wanted to tour the glaciers and visit the
country to the southwest around Mt. Citadel. When we went to bed,the problem still hadn't been settled.
•

July 22

After considerable discussion we loft camp at 5:00 Ae Me to traverse the Sir Sandford &lacier. On the way we planned to visit the
Minaret and Mt. Citadel, returning to camp by Silvortip Neve, a broad,
flat glacier that paralleled the Sir Sandford and joined the Silvertip
just above camp. 'This plan left either Mt. Silvertip or Blackfriars
for :the following day. Once again we grueoled our way down the hiliside to the ice, crossed the latter and the glacial debris, and
Stepped onto the Sir Sandford glacier, Climbing over the rough moulins
we came to the icefall, which stretched the width of the glocior.
Ascending this 6n the loft side Sterling seized the opportunity to
demonstrate the gentle art,, of cutting steps in ices
On the glacier above we passed close •pnder the curious rounded
walls of the Rinvelin, which will providea good climb and first ascent
for some party in the future. When we came to the slopes leading to
the Miharet, Sterling continued to odvance up the glacier; so, after
hesitating a few minutes, the others followed him like a flock of
chicks after a hon. Soon the party was strung out for a long distance
ovor the.beoutiful white snow. We were traveling . an area where the
ice ides under compression, so there was no need to wear the rope. The
footing was oxtromely,firm and easy to walk on, so we hastened to
cover the seireral miles between us and Mt: Citadel before the sun
s)ftned the surface.
Mt. Citadel is a peak lying on the ridge which forms a southwesterly extension of the Sir Sandford mossif. Itself in the s.hopc ef
t the font
a ridge, the peak had been climbed by Palmer in 1911.
of the mountain we began our climb up broad, clean snow. Stopping
presently onto the graceful snow arete which led to the summit, re
stopped to wait for Arnold and Chuck, who were a little behind
SeveTal miles sway Sir Sandford, xi squat, ugly moss of rock that
looked simple to climb, gave no indication of its groat beauty or
difficulty.
When the others joined us, we roped and started to climb the
arete'. As leader I tried to steer carefully away from the cornices,
-rid was quite dumfounded when Sterling told mo to stay on top of them
where the walking was easier. It seems that there are all sorts ,of
cornices; these turned out to be the solid kind. 4,nothoi lesson came
rhilo I was laboriously kicking stops in the hard snow. The boss
shewed me how to Use the adze blade of my ice axe to scrape steps. . It
worked like a charm! Only three or four scrapes ,and I had completed
'
,nether step in the staircase with one-quarter the effort. Progress
wa s rapid, and at 11:00 4.. N. we were atop the east peak (9,580 ft.).
A large stonoMan similar to the one on .itzimuth 1/4ountain crowned
the summit. The twin peak to the west, separated from us by a narrow
notch of broken rock, was apparently unceirned,and promised to offer
a first ascent. First, though, we had to eats The map came into play,
as usual, and we did our best to identify the many ice-sheathed spires
to the south. Below the walls of Mt. Citadel was the deep canyon of
Gold River with the stream dimly visible in its depths. Immediately
across the gorge from us, just below the Centurion Glacier, was an
attractive tarn, the first we had soon in the whole region. To the
north the ;..damant Range was as prominent as ever, and the.movintains
north of Windy River as bewildering: Dewnic Peak and Geldstrcam
Mountain raised their symmetrical summits to the west, vahlie the )1.r
Sandford Glacier formed a lovely fo'roground for the whole scene.
ilfter lunch the party planned to split, Sterling and T to return
by Silvertlp Neve while the others retraced their steps to the lt..naret.
First, however, we wanted to climb the rta, r summit. Don, Sterling,
, and Chuck proceeded by separate routes to the notch, whore they roped
before climbing to tho .tip of the west pock. 4,fter taking sJv

pictures Arnold and I roped and followed them. Remaining only long
eneugh to build a cairn, we joined on one rope and.climbed down to the
col regein. It was ryt this point thatChuck unroped and shortly after
fell to his death.
.
We hastened to the glacier by our route of scent and' circled the
peek until we came to his body, lying in tha bergschrund of the north
face. He was buried there, with his ice axe ns a marker, overleeking
the beautiful glecier and the. rocky peetks beyenr1,. .
Sick at heart we returned to camp ever the ice and rod snow of
Silvertip Neve. That night we agreed to returri to Golden as swiftly as
possible and made preparations for breaking camp in the morning.
July' 23
For once no one objected to an early rising. Striking camp after
a hasty breakfast, we abandoned everything but essential equipment and
presented our remaining food to the ground squirrels. Then we headed
northwest across the slopes of ,azimuth Mountain until opPosite the
Silvertip befall where we turned directly upward. A strenuous climb
over the heather and dirt brought us to a pass in Azimuth Ridge, somewhat lower than the route we used when first entering the region. This
pass is the one which should be used by future partiesa
Moving down the steep snow on the other side, I showed a tendency '
to break out of my .steps more than ever before, although Don, who was
leading, kicked buckets that were big enough for a horse. Crossing the
Adamant Glacier was simple, and we rapidly ascended the Small glacier
leading to the foot of 1t Thor Pass". Here we paused for a moment s Mt.
Silvertip and Mt. Sir Sandford were as beautiful as ever, while Mt.
Citadel in the distance was engraved forever on my memory.
Turning to the pass we found that the snow which had filled it
five days ago was now almost gone. The loose debris in the bottom of
the gulley seemed to me as though it would be difficult to climb, but
Sterling scoffed at the idea. We were both right. The others scampered up like monkeys, while Sam--tch, tch, tch. Suffice it to say that
Don is now completely resigned to my bpcoming a canoeist.:
We ate lunch at the top of the pass, drinking in the view of Si,'
Sandford for the last time. Sterling made the important announcemeet
that he at last,had found why we had a hard time keeping up with Don.
It seems that the gentleman manages to take steps several inches longer
than the rest of the party's; naturally when we kept in step, he soon .
forged ahead. This explanation helped to boost my morale a little.
At last, bidding farewell to the Sir Sandford region, we turned and
moved onto the Gothics Neve. I was in the load and managed to strike
the remains of our old track beneath Mt. Gothics. As we pounded rapidll
along, I looked up at the peaks,of the latter and thought wryly, "Sure
enough, we never did get to climb them."
For once we didn't pause at"Thor Pass" but quickly glissaded doWn,
on awkward procedure with our packs, and hastened over the familiar troll
to Fairy Meadow. The snow had certainly shrunk; we wore forced to climb
down places that had previously furnished easy sliding. When we arrived
discussion ensued as to the
at our base camp at 1:30 P.M., quite
dvisability of continuing on our way or waiting until the,next morning.
In view of the amount of time remaining, we decided to advance at least
as far as Glacier Camp before dark, and yanked the tents down so we
wouldn't change our mind.
Sorting our equipment we discarded everything possible, and placed
it in a cache for the use of the next person who visits our campsite.
Among the items was a week's supply of food, which may .dr may not be
prey to the bears by now, and a goodly amount of rock-climbing hardware.
As we worked we noted that the mosquitoes had finally disappeared.
When all was complete, we donned our packs, took a last fond look at
Fairy Meadow and the peaks above, and heeded down the moraine. A slight
rain had begun, the first we had experienced in a work. Glacier Camp was reached in a very short time (I guess we were in good condition by
now), but we decided to go no farther. Setting up the camp was easy
since our old tent poles and fireplace were available.
Our conversation around the campfire was desultory and chiefly
concerned the course of action to be taken on the following day.
Shortly after supper we turned in.

Jul
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Getting off to an early start we headed over goat trails townrd
the terminal moraine. I was carrying the large tent that had
belonged
to :Chuck on top of my pack, And it persisted in working loose,
making
me so mad that I swore I'd entry it out though it took me a
week.
When we had scrambled along the stream and through the big alder
slide,
we discovered that nature had been making some chnnges during
our
absence. The snowslide area was almost entirely free of snow and
swiftly growing up with underbrush that was already quite thick. This
increase' in the size of the brush we found,to be true all the way
to
the rivet; the stuff grew fully as rapidly as the summer growth
in the
Blue Ridge.
Our first stop was at Disappointment Camp, where we halted for a
short rest. It still looked like a good campsite, although we had now
been somewhat spoiled by Fairy Meadow. As we climbed down through
the
forest toward Swan Dive Chmp, I tried in vain to locate a short cut
about which I had bragged for a mile or,so. I still recommend it to
the traveler who can find it. ,We learned as we traveled that our treeblazing during the ascent had not becn as thorough in the reverse
direction as it might have been, and lost many minutes searching for
the trail in various places.
'
At Swan Dive Camp we stopped for lunch a little before noon. It'
was a meal that only one word can describe, !'orgy". We tried our
best to eat more than a week's' supply of Chocolate and nuts at one
sitting, and it's a wonder we didn't all founder. As it was, our
mealtime lasted three times as long as it should have. When we stetted
on, I was staggering a little--and no wonder. During the afternoon!.I
fell off so many logs that Sterling later told me he and Don had held
a serious discussion as to whether my frequent topples indicated thet
would not be able to make it fo the river. In view of the fact that
didn't seem to mind the falls and nlways had plenty of energy left
Then I got up again, they, decided that itemas just a slight idiosyncrnsy
n my part.
As' we traveled along, it was curious to, note that parts of th6
trail which had seemed so difficult on,the way up wore now ridiculouely
easy, while other portions which I had forgott.en completely were quite
laborious. 1 remembered that lower section only too well, however, and
it didn't disappoint me. It was a rugged afternoon. We hod placed
very few blazes there and were now having cause to regret it. In''
addition the valley was close and hot; we couldn't seem to get enough
water to drink. The only events ,that lightened the toil wore my winnirE
a bet with Sterling as to the location of our first day's lunch spot,
and finding the long-lost bag of salt! Just by accident I happened , to
See the latter beneath a fallen log in the burned -over area.
We just
looked--and let it lie.
Eventually we reached the river, wringing wet with perspiretionT.
Our most important task now was to ferry Sterling across the Colle,bta
before it became too late for him to catch a ride back to Golden. :it
Wes now four o'clock, so, cursing the voracious mosquitoes, Arnold an
I h-stily'pumpod up the rubber boat. Sterling and Don, the dudes of
the party, proceeded to shave Off their beards—but not before I had
acourod close-ups in full co/or of their hirsute beauty, Just for a
Change Stnrling else shaved off his mustache for the first time in
yeern. We wondered what his wife would say!
,Irith Don at the oars we were across in only three trips, beg and
beggege. 'Caching our equipment on the river bank, we joined SterDing
t the roadside, thumbs pointed south. Traffic was night and our
appearance unprepossessing, so it was quite a while before he finally
started on his way. It was now nearly sundown, so the three of us
reversed our thumbs and eventually reached Kinbasket Lake, whez'e we
spent the night. The next day we rode to Golden, and um,
. Selkirk
holiday was at an end.
guly 25
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AlthoUgh our major expedition was over, our traveling was not,
,Afte-e eating all the iceereom in Golden. we sent-be-red for several days
Arnold aont to ch l
Q'°1-1 divrso errands
town of Revelstoke in
or -lee to have his film processed, while Do.ci id raado a trip to Oenttle

to visit Chuck's father. Rather than Tend our time waitin
g in Golden,
Sterling and I paid a visit to the Alpine Club of Canada camp
in
Bugaboos, just missing our old friend, Gus Gembs. There Sterli the
ng made
2 .fine climb of Pigeon Spire, and I managed to spend a late
afternoen
strolling up the trail to Frenchman's Peak, where I secured
several
snapshots of the Bugaboo peaks below a storm cloud. The courtesy
and
hospitality of the Canadians were thoroughly delightful.
I was grateful to Sterling for giving me the opportunity to see how one
of
justly famous camps operated. Reassembling at Golden we comple their
ted our
business and boarded the train for home.
Postlude
,Even at this late date my memories of the Selkirks are not Com-..
pletelv organized.. There were just too many Striking.
impressions of
peks and glaciers to assimilate, too many lessons in the
arts of moun
taineering and woodcraft to learn. Perhaps as time passes,
and i;ietails
f'edeo.the. overall picture of our holiday will become more
vivid,. and I
will be able to appreciate its meny-faceted rewards to the
fullest.
For the records, however, We had satisfactori
ly accomplished our,
two major objectives, the second ascent.of Mt. Sir Sandfo
rd and the,
first ascent of Mt. Blackfriars. Two minor peaks,-"Unic
orn" and e
"Sentinel"., had yielded as first ascents, and we had repeat
ed Palmer's
climbs.of Azimuth end Citadel. Most important of all perhaP
s,.the
region hod been entered by a route that proves it to be .much
more.
accessible than had been realized.
e.
There was much"thnt might have been accomplished had not
our
climbing been prematurely brought to a close. Primary ascents of Mt;
Turret, the East Peak of ,Gothics, and Mts, Wotan, Gibraltar,
. and"Baldur" still await the'climber in the Adamant. R-r,nge,'while
Mt.
Silvertip, Mt. Palmer, the Minaret and the Ravelin, and . the
lower
peak of Mt. Blacicfriars will give good climbs from a camp near
Mt. Sir
Sendford. In addition to these first ascents we had hoped ,to repeat
by new routes the climbs made by.Palmer of Mts. Austerity and Adaman
t,
both of whith would be rewarding but difficult.
In spite of the leek of an imposing list of accomplishments, we
were quite satisfied, for our hypothesis about the
accessibility of the
Sir Sandford region had been successfully' established and proved
. As
a reward we carried away priceless memories of the magnificent
snowfields, peeks, end glaciers.. The region had left its seers,
however,
and in my own mind the beauties of the mountains are matched
at present
by the astonishing fecundity ef the mobqiiitoes and slide alder.
The final touch which crowned my own tmproa,dions of the litter
was added a few weeks ego, when I attempted to .repeir our rubber
boat.
In one of theeside pockets I found a partly-used bottle of the
very
best insectO6P4,Ilept"obtaineble, placed there for safekeeping
during
our crossing ef th"lumbia, end subsequently fOrgotten. Inside the
bottle weake sight tht in a flash brought bock vivid memories. Four
well-presed but verydead Big Bond mosquitoes floated gently
about--mu
victims of th.6$,r own insatiable thirst!
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